A player b in a round-robin sports tournament receives a carry-over effect from another player a if some third player opposes a in round i and b in round i + 1. Let γ ab denote the number of times player b receives a carry-over effect from player a during a tournament. Then the carry-over effects value of the entire tournament T on n players is given by Γ(T ) = n i=1 n j=1 γ 2 ij . Furthermore, let Γ(n) denote the minimum carry-over effects value over all round-robin tournaments on n players. A strict lower bound on Γ(n) is n(n − 1) (in which case there exists a round-robin tournament of order n such that each player receives a carryover effect from each other player exactly once), and it is known that this bound is attained for n = 2 r or n = 20, 22. It is also known that round-robin tournaments can be constructed from so-called starters; round-robin tournaments constructed in this way are called cyclic. It has previously been shown that cyclic round-robin tournaments have the potential of admitting small values for Γ(T ), and in this paper a tabu-search is used to find starters which produce cyclic tournaments with small carry-over effects values. The best solutions in the literature are matched for n ≤ 22, and new upper bounds are established on Γ(n) for 24 ≤ n ≤ 40.
Introduction
The scheduling of round-robin sports tournaments has given rise to a number of interesting optimisation problems in the theory of sports tournament scheduling, as recently summarised in the excellent annotation by Kendall et al. [12] . In the majority of the wellstudied problems concerning sports tournament scheduling, the venues of the matches for a certain team throughout the tournament (often classified as home or away) play a significant role. Examples include the minimum breaks problem [3] (where a break in the tournament occurs when a team plays two consecutive home games or two consecutive away games) and the travelling-tournament problem [5] , where the distances travelled between venues by the various teams are to be minimised.
Another problem that is often considered is that of balancing so-called carry-over effects in tournaments, where a carry-over effect generally refers to the possible effect on the performance of a team at some stage of a sports tournament due to a specific event that occured during a previous stage in the tournament. For instance, the quality of the ground (such as a court, field or stadium) on which a match is played may have an effect on the perfomance of a team. The objective in this case is to balance the tournament in such a way that each team plays exactly once on each court, and a round-robin tournament satisfying this property is known as a balanced tournament design [4] . On the other hand, players may also have effects on one another. A strong player, for instance, may have a negative effect on an opponent in that his/her opponent may be physically exhausted and/or low in morale after playing him/her, in which case this effect may be carried over to future stages of the tournament where future opponents may benefit from this. The carry-over effect is then given from the strong player to one of these future players, and the objective is to balance the tournament in such a way that no player receives a carry-over effect from another player more than once. The idea of balancing carry-over effects in round-robin tournaments carried over from player to player was first introduced by Russel [16] in 1980, who was inspired by a schedule for a football tournament where 18 of the 21 carry-over effects received by teams were due to a single team.
In this paper the problem of balancing the effects carried over from player to player in a round-robin tournament is considered. In §2 the notions of a round-robin tournament, carry-over effects in a round-robin tournament, as well as the overall carry-over effects value of a round-robin tournament are defined formally, and a number of combinatorial equivalents of a round-robin tournament are described. In §3 the notion of a starter is introduced, and it is shown how a round-robin tournament may be constructed from a starter. Previous attempts at minimising the carry-over effects value of a round-robin tournament and constructing balanced tournaments are reviewed in §4. In §5 a tabu-search algorithm for scheduling round-robin tournaments by means of starters is presented, and the results obtained via this algorithm are reported in §6. The paper concludes with a summary of the work prersented and some ideas for future work in §7.
Preliminary definitions
Given the set Z 2n = {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1} (the elements of which are called players), a roundrobin tournament of order 2n is a partition into 2n − 1 parts (called rounds) of Z 2n , each consisting of 2-subsets (called matches) so that each unordered pair in Z (2) 2n (the set of all 2-subsets of Z 2n ) occurs in exactly one part 1 . Furthermore, the rounds of the tournament are ordered and by convention the first round is assumed to follow the last one, which is also not generally the case. In what follows the (ordered) rounds of a roundrobin tournament T are given by (T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T 2n−1 ). Note that a round-robin tournament over an odd number of players is equivalent to a round-robin tournament over an even number of players where playing against some fixed player is equivalent to receiving a bye, and therefore only round-robin tournaments over an even number of players need to be considered.
For instance, the partitions T 0 = {{0, 1}, {2, 3}}, T 1 = {{0, 2}, {1, 3}} and T 2 = {{0, 3}, {1, 2}} of Z 4 represent three rounds of a round-robin tournament of order 4. It is convenient to present a round-robin tournament in tabular form where the entry in row i and column j contains the player that opposes i in round j. For instance, the round robin tournament (T 0 , T 1 , T 2 ) above is given in Table 1 It is interesting to note that a round-robin tournament of order n is (separately) equivalent to two combinatorial designs, namely a Latin square with a symmetric conjugate and a one-factorisation of the complete graph on n vertices. A Latin square is an array in which each symbol from some set occurs exactly once in each row and column. If the headings, lines and round numbers are removed from Table 1 , the matrix
is obtained, which is a Latin square. Since each player opposes each other player exactly once and never opposes himself, and since each player plays exactly once in each round, a round-robin tournament represented in this tabular form will always produce a Latin square. Note also that a further property the Latin square will satisfy is that if the entry in row i and column j contains k, then the entry in row k and column j must contain i. This is equivalent to stating that the Latin square has a symmetric conjugate (see Keedwell [11] for more detail).
A one-factor in a complete graph K 2n on 2n vertices is a 1-regular subgraph of K 2n (i.e. a perfect matching of its vertices), and a one-factorisation of K 2n is a set of 2n − 1 edgedisjoint one-factors of K 2n . It is easy to see that if the vertices are taken as players, then the one-factors correspond to the rounds of a round-robin tournament. For example, Figure 1 shows the one-factorisation of K 4 that corresponds to the round-robin tournament given in Table 1 . More detail on one-factorisations may be found in the survey by Mendelsohn and Rosa [13] .
A carry-over effect in a round-robin tournament T of order 2n received by b ∈ Z 2n from a ∈ Z 2n occurs when {a, c} ∈ T i and {b, c} ∈ T i+1 for some c ∈ Z 2n and some i ∈ {0, . . . , 2n − 1}, where operations on the indices of T are performed modulo 2n − 1 (hence the round-robin tournaments considered wrap around in the sense that carry-over effects are carried over from the last to the first round). The notation γ a,b is used to denote the number of times a carry-over effect is received by b from a, and it is assumed that γ a,a = 0 for all a ∈ Z 2n . Consider, for example, the round-robin tournament shown in tabular form in Table 2 . The reason why this representation is convenient is due to the fact that the carry-over effects are given by consecutive elements in the rows of this table. For instance, 1 opposes 5 in round 1, and 3 in round 2; therefore 3 receives a carry-over effect from 5. In order to record the carry-over effects observed in a round-robin tournament, a carryover effects matrix is introduced, where the entry in row i and column j contains γ i,j . The carry-over effects matrix for the round-robin tournament in Table 2 , for example, is given in Table 3 . The carry-over effects matrix for the round-robin tournament in Table 2 .
As mentioned before, the objective is to construct a round-robin tournament in such a way that each player receives a carry-over effect from each other player exactly once. However, in cases where this is not possible it is necessary to be able to determine exactly how balanced the tournament is. A suitable measure was proposed by Russel [16] , which consists of taking the variance of the numbers in each row of the carry-over effects matrix. Note that ideally there should be no variance in the numbers in a row, and therefore this measure is to be minimised.
Each row-sum of a carry-over effects matrix for a round-robin tournament of order 2n is 2n − 1 since each player gives 2n − 1 carry-over effects to other players throughout the tournament. Hence the mean value of each row is equal to 1. The variance of row i is therefore given by 1 2n
Since the total variance of all rows of the carry-over effects matrix is to be minimsed, it is sufficient to simply minimise 2n−1 i=0 2n−1 j=0 γ 2 i,j , henceforth referred to as the carry-over effects value (COE-value) of the round-robin tournament. For instance, the COE-value of the tournament in Table 2 is 60. The minimum value that the COE-value of a round-robin tournament of order 2n can attain is 2n(2n − 1), which occurs when each non-diagonal element of the carry-over matrix contains a 1. In other words, each player gives a carryover effect to each other player exactly once. A tournament attaining this lower bound is called balanced with respect to carry-over effects, or simply balanced. In what follows the notation Γ(T ) denotes the COE-value of the round-robin tournament T and Γ(n) denotes the minimum COE-value over all round-robin tournaments of order n.
Constructions of round-robin tournaments using starters
A well-known method for constructing round-robin tournaments is the so-called polygon method [9, 14] , which is actually a special case of a more general construction method using so-called starters. A starter in Z 2n+1 is a set of n pairs from Z (2) 2n+1 so that each element of Z 2n+1 appears in at most one pair, and so that for any k ∈ Z 2n+1 \{0} there exists exactly one pair {a, b} in the starter for which either a − b = k (mod 2n + 1) or b − a = k (mod 2n + 1). There will always be some element of Z 2n+1 that is not in any pair of a starter, henceforth referred to as the residual element of the starter.
An example of a starter in Z 9 is {{8, 0}, {2, 4}, {3, 6}, {1, 5}} where 7 is the residual element. The following theorem gives a simple construction of a round-robin tournament, where s + 1 refers to the starter obtained by adding 1 to each element of the starter s modulo 2n − 1 (note that s + 1 is a starter if s is a starter). Proof: Since all the elements (including the residual) in the starter s are distinct, the same is true for s + i (for any i ∈ Z 2n ), and therefore each player plays exactly once in each round of the tournament. Assume that the match {a, b} (where a = ∞ = b) is played twice in the tournament, namely in rounds r 1 and r 2 . Hence {a − r 1 , b − r 1 } and {a − r 2 , b − r 2 } are both in s. However,
and hence r 1 = r 2 (by definition of a starter). Furthermore, the residual elements of s + i and s + j for i = j are clearly different. This contradiction shows that each pair of players opposes each other exactly once throughout the tournament.
For instance, the starter {{8, 0}, {2, 4}, {3, 6}, {1, 5}} produces the round-robin tournament shown in Table 4 . A round-robin tournament constructed in this way is called cyclic (see Anderson [1] ). A starter is simply a one-factor of the complete graph, and the above construction method may be represented visually in a graph-theoretical manner as shown in Figure 2 . Here the one-factor corresponding to the starter {{8, 0}, {2, 4}, {3, 6}, {1, 5}} is given by the black edges, and to obtain the remaining one-factors this configuration is rotated clockwise 8 times (with ∞ at the centre of the rotation). The first rotation of the configuration is given by the grey edges in Figure 2 . This is the common manner in which the so-called polygon method is described, where the polygon method constructs a round-robin tournament from the starter which contains pairs of the form {i, −i}, known as the patterned starter. from the starter s = {{8, 0}, {2, 4}, {3, 6}, {1, 5}}. The one-factor in black corresponds to s, while the one-factor in grey corresponds to s + 1.
Current upper bounds on Γ(n)
Constructions have also been given for tournaments balanced with respect to carry-over effects. In particular, constructions for when the number of players is a power of 2 have been proposed by Russel [16] , Anderson [1] and Keedwell [11] . Their constructions rely on Galois fields and so-called R-sequenceable groups. The only other orders (except powers of two) for which balanced tournaments are known to exist are n = 20 and n = 22; these tournaments were found via a computer search for a special type of algebraic structure which guarantees the existence of a balanced tournament [11] .
Another method that has proved to give good results is the construction of round-robin tournaments using starters, as noted by Anderson [1] . Anderson found that when a specific type of starter, which he called a good starter (to be defined in the next section), was used to construct a round-robin tournament, a tournament was obtained that is balanced with respect to carry-over effects. In [1] a computer search for good starters in Z n−1 for odd n ≤ 24 was employed, and again balanced tournaments were only found where n was a power of two and for n = 20, 22.
A number of attempts at finding round-robin tournaments with small COE-values for orders other than 2 m , 20 or 22 have been published. Russel [16] constructed round-robin tournaments of order 2n = q + 1 (with q a prime power) from starters in the Galois field GF (q) for q = 5, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, and reordered the rounds of the tournaments in an attempt to minimise their COE-values. His results are shown in Table 5 together with his results for tournaments of order 2n = 2 m (note that 22 is omitted since it is not one more than a prime number).
Anderson [1] found starters via a computer search that produce round-robin tournaments with COE-values even smaller than those found by Russel, as shown in Table 5 . Furthermore, constraint programming applications to round-robin tournament scheduling problems were investigated by Trick [17] and by Henz et al. [10] . Trick obtained COE-values for n = 6, 10 (and proved that 60 is optimal for n = 6), while Henz et al. also obtained COE-values for tournaments of orders n = 6, 10 as well as n = 12. Their results are also shown in Table 5 . Miyashiro and Matsui [14] used the round-robin tournament obtained from the patterned starter and randomly reordered its rounds a large number of times in order to obtain the COE-values shown in Table 5 . Finally, Guedes and Ribeiro [9] used a hybridised iterated local search to solve a generalisation of the problem called the weighted carry-over effects problem, where a cost is introduced for a carry-over given by a specific player to another. For the special case where the costs are all equal to 1, Guedes and Ribeiro found the COE-values shown in Table 5 .
It should be noted, however, that the only improvement on the results of Anderson [1] are due to Guedes and Ribeiro, for the case n = 12. For all other orders the use of starters outperformed the other methods, and for this reason the search for good starters is continued in this paper. In the next section a tabu-search is described, which uses starters as trial solutions in an attempt to find starters which produce round-robin tournaments with small COE-values. Table 5 : Best upper bounds on Γ(n) found for round-robin tournaments of even orders n ≤ 24
by various authors (references are given in chronological order). Cases for which the lower bound n(n − 1) is attained are shown in boldface. * This COE-value was found by Anderson [1] using the method of Russel [16] .
A tabu-search algorithm for tournament construction
The tabu-search is a well-known member of the class of search-algorithms called metaheuristics, which uses short term memory in order to guide the search away from local optima and cycles. The search moves from trial-solution to trial-solution by means of transformations often simply referred to as moves, and a so-called tabu-list is maintained which contains information on previous moves applied and/or trial-solutions visited. The tabu-list then governs which moves may be applied when, and it prevents the search from cycling within a locally optimal region. For more extensive details on the tabu-search methodology, see Glover [6, 7] .
The COE-value of a starter
The COE-value of a starter is defined to be equal to the COE-value of the round-robin tournament constructed from it. In order to calculate the COE-value of a starter, the following notion, called the type of a starter, is introduced. Let x i denote the element of 1 since there are two differences repeated only once (namely 5 and 10), two differences repeated twice (namely 2 and 7) and one difference repeated three times (namely 4).
The
i=1 id i = 2n − 3, as can be seen in the example in Table 6 . Hence the number of possible types of starters in Z 2n−1 is equal to the number of distinct integer partitions of 2n − 3 (see Biggs [2] for more detail on integer partitions). It follows from the next result that it is not necessary to construct the entire tournament in order to obtain the COE-value of a starter.
Theorem 5.1
The COE-value of a starter s in Z 2n−1 of type
Proof: Consider counting the number of carry-over effects due to a ∈ Z 2n−1 . Notice that if a gives a carry-over effect to ∞ from round i to round i + 1, then a − j gives a carry-over effect to ∞ from round i − j to round i − j + 1 for each j ∈ Z 2n−1 . Hence a gives a carry-over effect to ∞ exactly once.
Furthermore, if a gives a carry-over effect to b and b − a = 1, then the match {b, k} follows the match {a, k} for a fixed k, which can only occur if k = ∞. Hence a gives exactly one carry-over effect to b if b − a = 1.
Finally, consider counting the number of times a gives a carry-over effect to b, where
(where x i once again denotes the player that opposes i in s), then x i gives a carry-over effect to x i−1 +1, and x i +(a−x i ) = a gives a carry-over effect to
Hence the number of times a gives a carry-over effect to b is equal to the number of elements i ∈ Z 2n−1 for which x i − x i−1 = 1 − k, and this number is recorded in the type of the starter.
Hence each player (except ∞) contributes 1 2 + 1 2 + 2n−3 i=1 i 2 d i to the COE-value of the tournament. Notice that if ∞ gives a carry-over effect to a, then ∞ gives a carry-over effect to a + i for any i ∈ Z 2n−1 , and hence ∞ gives a carry-over effect to each other player exactly once. The player ∞ therefore contributes 2n−1 i=0 1 2 = 2n − 1 to the COE-value of the tournament. Taking the sum of the contributions over all players delivers the desired result.
For example, the starter {{0, 8}, {1, 2}, {3, 5}, {4, 9}, {6, 10}} in Z 11 of type 1 2 2 2 3 1 has COE-value
A good starter is a starter of type 1 2n−3 , which delivers a round-robin tournament that is balanced with respect to carry-over effects, since
While 2n(2n − 1) is a lower bound on the COE-value of a starter, an upper bound is reached when the starter is of type (2n − 3) 1 (the patterned starter is of this type), in which case the COE-value of the starter is
Moves in the starter solution space
In order to better explain the tabu-search moves that were applied to starters, a new notation for starters is introduced. Let s i denote the element which is paired with the element 2 s i + i in the starter s for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (2n − 2)/2}. Using this notation a starter can be fully represented simply by the sequence (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s (2n−2)/2 ). For instance, the starter {{0, 8}, {1, 2}, {3, 5}, {4, 9}, {6, 10}} may be represented in this way by the sequence (1, 3, 8, 6, 4) , and note that there is a unique one-to-one correspondance between the two representations.
A move is performed on the starter (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s (2n−2)/2 ) by either replacing s i by s i + i or by s i − i for some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (2n − 2)/2}, which will not necessarily result in another starter. In fact, if s i + i (s i − i, resp.) is not the residual element of s, then the resulting sequence will not represent a starter if s i is replaced by s i + i (s i − i, resp.). This infeasibility may be repaired, however, by a finite, deterministic sequence of moves similar to the ejection chains for travelling salesman problems discussed by Glover [8] . If s i is replaced by s i ± i (and this element is not the residual element of s), then there exists some j so that either s j = s i ± i or s j + j = s i ± i. If s j = s i ± i, then this duplication may be removed by replacing s j by s j + 1, or if s j + j = s i ± i it may be removed by replacing s j by s j − j. Once again some element may appear twice, and this process is repeated until a starter is obtained.
Consider, for example, replacing 3 by 5 in the starter t = (8, 3, 4, 6) . Table 7 contains in column i the pair (t i , t i + i), and the sequence of moves applied to t in order for a starter to be obtained again is given in boldface. For instance, in the first step 3 is replaced by 5, and consequently 7 is repeated. In order to remove this duplication, 4 is replaced by 1, and since this causes another duplication, 6 is replaced by 2. Since 2 is the residual element of t, it is not repeated, and the resulting set of pairs form a starter.
Choice of the tabu-list structure
A number of different tabu-list structures were considered for implementation, but most of them exhibited difficulties. The most common approach is to either list moves or inverses of moves in the tabu-list, as discussed in detail in Glover [6] . If moves are to be listed in the tabu-list, the entire chain of moves resulting from a single move (as discussed in the previous section) should be listed as one entry in the tabu-list. However, it often happens that the chains are extremely long compared to the length of the starter, and the lengths of these chains also turn out to be rather unpredictable. For instance, replacing 14 by 6 in the starter (0, 8, 2, 7, 4, 12, 14) is followed by a sequence of 32 moves before another starter is obtained, while replacing 0 by 1 is followed by a sequence of only 2 moves.
Another difficulty is that there are often two distinct moves that map one starter to another. For instance, replacing 0 by 14 in the starter (0, 7, 3, 10, 8, 11, 5) results in the starter (0, 5, 9, 10, 3, 11, 6) after 13 moves, while replacing 5 by 13 results in the same starter after 6 moves. This implies that moves do not have unique inverses, and it is therefore of little use to list inverses of moves in the tabu-list. What is observed in this case is that the search is concentrated in a region around a local optimum even though a large number of previous moves are listed in the tabu-list, and this is due to the fact that the search is able to find alternative paths through the same set of solutions.
The best alternative is therefore to list previous solutions in the tabu-list instead of moves or inverses of moves, and impirical testing showed that this structure for the tabu-list indeed outperformed the other alternatives, as was expected.
Initialisation and termination
The initial solution for the tabu-search algorithm was generated randomly by using a backtracking tree-search approach for constructing a starter, where branches are selected at random on each level of the tree. If a terminating node in the tree is reached, the search terminates if a starter has been constructed and restarts otherwise. As stopping criterium the tabu-search terminates if the best solution found so far has not been improved upon for a predefined number of iterations.
Numerical results
In order to make use of a number of different combinations of the two parameters (the tabu list length N and the number of iterations allowed without improvement I), the following experiment was conducted for various orders. The intial values of (N, I) = (100, 100) were chosen, and for each combination of N and I the tabu-search was run 500 times (a number which was chosen after empirical testing to represent a sufficient trade-off between diversity of initial starting solutions and computing time required), and after these 500 runs N was doubled if N < I, while I was doubled and N set to 100 if N = I (hence N was restricted not to be larger than I). Finally, for each 4 ≤ n ≤ 40 (where n is the order of the round-robin tournament) this expermiment was terminated if an optimal solution was not reached whithin six hours. The results obtained are shown in Table 8 . Where the lower bound was attained (i.e. where a good starter was found), the COE-values are given in boldface. It is also indicated where solution values are second best, third best, etc. Notice that, while the best starter (a good starter) is of type 1 (n−3) , the second best starter is of type 1 (n−5) 2 1 , the third best starter is of type 1 (n−7) 2 2 and the fourth best starter is of type 1 (n−9) 2 3 .
Up to and including order 22, the same solutions were found as by Anderson [1] , according to whom the COE-values for orders 12 and 14 are best possible. Anderson was not sure, however, whether the solutions found for orders 18 and 24 are best possible, and here the COE-value of 644 for n = 24 found by Anderson was improved upon. For orders larger than 24, however, no previous COE-values were published for orders which are not powers of two, and the COE-values shown in Table 8 are therefore the best known upper bounds for 24 ≤ n ≤ 40 and n = 32. The starters corresponding to the COE-values for 24 ≤ n ≤ 40 given in Table 8 are given in Table 9 (starters for n ≤ 22 may be found in Anderson [1] ). Unfortunately, the lower bound is not reached for any new orders; however, up to and including order 32 the second best solution was found for all orders greater than 22, whereafter the solution quality began to decrease slightly. This is partly due to the procedure used to generate random starters, which, for orders 34 and upwards, was the stage of the experiment that required the largest amount of computing time. For this reason the experiment was not run for orders larger than 40.
Conclusion
In this paper a tabu-search algorithm was implemented in order to find a starter that produces a round-robin tournament with a small COE-value. The best previously published solutions were validated for round-robin tournaments of orders 4 ≤ n ≤ 22, and for n = 24 the best previously published solution found was improved. For orders larger than 24 no previous solutions were published, except where n is a power of two, and in this paper new upper bounds for orders 26 ≤ n ≤ 40 and n = 32 were obtained, where most of these attain the second lowest COE-value possible when using starters.
Starters provide a means of implementing fast algorithms for finding round-robin tournaments satisfying certain requirements for two reasons. Firstly, when working with starters, only a one-dimensional array of length (n − 2)/2 is necessary in order to represent a starter in Z n−1 , while representing an entire round-robin tournament of order n requires an n × (n − 1) two-dimensional array. Secondly, applying moves to starters results in much smaller neighbourhoods compared to the moves applied to round-robin tournaments (as in Guedes and Ribeiro [9] ). Moves in round-robin tournaments of order n include the so-called partial round swaps (more than n − 1 possible moves in total), partial team swaps (more than n possible move in total), as well as reordering of the rounds (n! possible moves in total), which results in very large neighbourhoods for large n, whereas the neighbourhoods for starters are simply of size n − 2.
The drawback of using starters is that not all round-robin tournaments are cyclic, and that only a small portion of the class of all round-robin tournaments of any given order is considered. For instance, the best COE-value found for n = 12 is 160, which was found by Guedes and Ribeiro [9] . It is, however, impossible for a round-robin tournament constructed from a starter to have a COE-value of 160.
The greatest drawback of the tabu-search algorithm is the decrease in speed due to the large amount of time spent generating initial solutions for orders n ≥ 34. The generation procedure for random starters is essentially a brute force method, and is therefore ineffective for large n. Future considerations should therefore certainly include a more efficient method for generating random starters.
Appendix: Round-robin tournament schedules
Round-robin tournaments of orders 4 ≤ n ≤ 30 with COE-values attaining the current best upper bounds are given here in tabular form. Recall that in tabular form, the opponent of player i in round j is given by the entry in row i and column j. In the upper left hand corner of each table the number of players present in the corresponding tournament is given in boldface. 
